The perfect CAD solution for
constructing your patterns and digitally
optimizing for automatic cutting

Take advantage of patternEXPERT for capturing pattern data
The patternEXPERT…
◆ optimizes the capture of your patterns
◆ offers a clearly arranged model manager
◆ makes it easy to change models and patterns
◆ imports data from other CAD systems
◆ offers benefits across many industries

Take advantage of patternEXPERT for
capturing pattern data
Optimize your capture of pattern data
The digitization and construction of patterns is
simple with the user-friendly functions of
patternEXPERT. Digitise the pieces of your
model with a few points, in a short period of time.
Sound signals confirm actions to reduce user
errors. Extensive but uncomplicated construction
functions offer many possibilities for creating
patterns for a model, right on screen.

Change your patterns in the shortest time
possible and update the system with new
models. Beyond this, use the available base
patterns when you need them: duplicate and
alter existing patterns to create a new model or
a new variant in a greatly reduced time period.

Details like mirror images, notches, quality zones,
specific orientations based on the material,
descriptions, and so on, are all considered during
the one-step capture of pattern data. And from
this, the creation of sewing plans is simple.
Capture base patterns once. Then, use them for
similar models at any time, as often as you like.
This reduces the expense of capturing new
patterns for each and every model.

Save your previous investments
Use the clearly arranged model
manager
patternEXPERT offers you instant access to all
of your model and pattern information, based
on your product variations, including surface
measurements, pattern-to-model associations,
pattern details, pattern revisions, and so on. And
this model and pattern data can be printed in a
number of ways that make it easy to use.

Make your modification process
flexible
With patternEXPERT, you can react quickly to
modifications of a model and its patterns.

patternEXPERT imports data from other CAD
systems and automatically converts it for cutting
with the Expert system. This means you can still
leverage your previous investments while
benefiting from the many advantages of the
patternEXPERT.

Operational fields of the
patternEXPERT
patternEXPERT is suitable for many industries
that cut flat materials. These industries include
the automotive industry; upholstery, handbag
and footwear industry; aviation and aerospace
industry; as well as the many industries that cut
technical textiles.
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